The Manor of Siddington

Do M. John Walsworth, Owner of the Manor for the Manor of

Calverts in the County of Norfolk

Whereas you have in Your hand a Surrounded Surveying date July 1723: made

from Thomas Allan of a Wife of cheshire in Siddington also at this half yard

law thenoncetobesyinge also that there 1 hatton ground called in known by

the name williamnewe all the other half yard to the same belonging called

all the copyhold and whatsoever therin. To M. Thomas Allan in Siddington also,

Do the new e transfer a Daniel Whitworth of same in the County of Nortton same

of his book sufficient name according to the nature of this. Manor and there

for the payment of 200l. in Interest on the 31st. of July the new and other Siunon

bearing date of the 17th. 1750. made from him. To Thomas Allen at the same places

to the a Daniel Whitworth and there for the payment of 100l. in Interest on the third

Jan 1st August the new e also at other land bearing date 15th. 1551. paid over

from the To Thomas Allen at the same places Do the new e transfer a Robert Smith

to be at Siddington also. To M. Daniel Whitworth same name according to the

nature of this Manor and there for the payment of 50l. in Interest on the 31st of

April next. And Thomas in the said two hundred pounds 100l. have been paid to the

a Daniel Whitworth in besides the the two hundred 100l. but been paid

to me a Robert Smith in exchange e according to the two hundred pounds 100l

being a hundred 50l. 2nd

This is therefore to authorize everybody for the M. John Walsworth to

collect up the three hundred other hundred 100l. To Thomas Allan

to be sundry and to give a deed in full a power whatsoever for

You seeing this shall be you sufficient Warrant Writting from him

of the 1st May - June 1752.

Signed by M. Daniel Whitworth

in the presence of

Jane Smith

Thomas

Signed by M. Robert Smith in the presence of

Tho. Jones

Robert Smith

25/92
Dear: A. Whitworth,

To deliver an answer at six from my father's house.

A. Whitworth

This is a letter written on May 1742.

The last written word is: Robert Bankett.